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Fund Manager Commentary
Before writing the quarterly update, I always re-read what was written three months ago and every time it makes me think of 
the saying attributed to Harold Wilson in that “a week is a long time in politics.” As an investment professional, I spend all-day, 
every day (including weekends and holidays much to the chagrin of my long-suffering wife) thinking about the markets and the 
funds we manage on behalf of our clients. Markets can, and do, go through extended periods of calm, and then experience 
bouts of volatility (that too can be either long-term or short-term in nature, and the degree of ferocity can be both be expected 
and scary!)
Although not mentioned at the end of the year, Bitcoin was valued at c$20,000. At the end of the first quarter it was less than 
$7,000. Admittedly only a few years ago it was only a couple of hundred dollars, so even accounting for a huge sell-off (in 
such a short amount of time) you would still be sitting on a huge gain. But, as patient, long-term investors, we are yet to see 
the commercial, legal or business case for “investing” in such a speculative “asset” and have watched from the side-lines. It 
-reminds us, very much, of a mania which we would rather avoid.  The volatility of Bitcoin isn’t alone though in this quarter. Q1 
2018 will probably be remembered as when signs of “normality” returned to the capital markets.
Interest rates continued their upward trend in the US in Q1 and most economists suggest 3 or 4 hikes this year. The first rise 
in the UK in almost a decade at the back end of 2017 will not be the last in this cycle, and as rates rise, the cost of debt rises 
– for both individuals and corporates. Rate rises act as a drag on economic growth taking money out of pockets (to cover 
overdrafts, variable rate mortgages etc) and this makes owning economic assets less attractive.
Combining the above with fears of higher inflation, increasing global trade tensions (between primarily, but not exclusively, the 
US and China which might lead to full trade wars – which ultimately mean there are no winners…), geopolitical risk involving 
the UK and Russia, Europe and Russia and it isn’t surprising the last quarter saw increased volatility in the capital markets. 
Brexit “negotiations” continue. There is only 12 months to go now….
Referring to the last commentary, many of the issues haven’t gone away, others have increased in intensity, others have 
faded. Unfortunately, capital markets don’t go up in a straight line, and after almost a decade of “feast”, every day brings you 
one day closer to “famine.” Economies operate in cycles and even though Gordon Brown claimed to have brought to and 
end “boom and bust” (in 2008!) this isn’t the case. Navigating capital markets and asset allocations will be more difficult in the 
forthcoming year than it was in the last. Now is not the time for complacency.

Investment 
Objective

The objective of the Fund is to 
provide capital growth whilst  
being managed so as to 
remain, over a market cycle, 
within a defined volatility range.

The Fund will primarily gain 
exposure indirectly via eligible 
collective investment schemes 
and other collective investment 
vehicles (for example, invest-
ment companies, exchange 
traded funds) and may also 
invest directly in eligible assets 
(excluding property and  
commodities).  Derivatives will 
be used only for the purpose of 
Efficient Portfolio Management.
The Fund will seek to remain 
within a defined volatility range 
over a market cycle – it will aim 
to be positioned as a 5 on a risk 
scale of 1-10 (with 1 being the 
lowest risk and 10 being the 
highest risk).  

Alan Durrant is Chief Executive Officer of Wellian Investment Solutions. Previous roles for 
Alan were Group Chief Investment Officer at The National Bank of Abu Dhabi (NBAD) and 
prior to NBAD, was Head of Asset Management at Gulf Finance House. Before moving to 
the Middle East, Alan was Chief Investment Officer at Skandia Investment Management and 
Chairman of the investment committee. During his tenure the firm won the Best MultiManager 
at the prestigious Money Marketing Awards in three consecutive years. Whilst at Skandia, Alan 
conceived and launched the immensely popular Global Best Ideas and Asset Allocator ranges. 
Prior to Skandia, he was at Hargreaves Lansdown for 12 years, latterly as Investment Director.

Richard Philbin is Chief Investment Officer of Wellian Investment Solutions. He is one of the 
UK’s best known multi-manager investors and previously AA rated by OBSR, Citywire and S&P. 
He is also the inventor of the highly regarded and publicised ‘Traffic Light Analysis’ system 
of assessing funds. Prior to Wellian, he was AXA Architas Multi Manager’s Chief Investment 
Officer where he chaired the investment committee and helped the company go from a foundling 
business to a top 5 player in the multi manager space in the UK with responsibility for assets of 
over £7bn. Previously, Richard was Head of Multi Manager at F&C Investments. Whilst at F&C 
he launched the successful LifeStyle range of funds. Assets grew from £100m to over £1bn 
during his tenure.

Information in this 
factsheet is at the last 
valuation point in 
March 2018  (except 
where indicated).

Please ensure you 
read the risk warnings 
section overleaf.

Investment Manager - Wellian Investment Solutions Limited 
(from 01/12/14)       FCA No: 476896

Before making an investment you 
should ensure that you have read 
and understood the relevant Key 
Investor Information document, 
these can be found at:
www.tbaileyfs.co.uk

Fund Prices
Fund Class  ISIN                              Price              Launch Price               OCF %*
A £ Net Accumulation GB00B1G2HC70         145.94    100.00         2.85
A € Net Accumulation GB00B1G2HF02         1.6682     1.4920         2.95
A $ Net Accumulation GB00B1G2HD87         1.9096     1.8720                       2.95
B £ Net Accumulation GB00B92MKL75         161.69     100.00         2.10
C £ Net Accumulation GB00BYN66713         129.89     100.00         1.80
Shares can be held as an OEIC investment or within an ISA/JISA wrapper. 
Prices are published daily at www.tbaileyfs.co.uk

*The Ongoing Charges Figure (OCF) is based on the expenses incurred by the fund for the year ended 31 January 2017.

Managed by

Fund Launch Date                   23 October 2006          
Fund Size   £3.1m
Share Type   Accumulation
Base Currency   Sterling
Pricing Frequency   12 noon, daily
IA Sector    Flexible Investment 
Initial Charges   Up to 5.00% (A class shares)
AMC (charged to income)  A £: 1.45%; A $/€: 1.55%; B £: 0.70%; C £: 0.40%       
Accounting Dates   31 January & 31 July                                              
Minimum Investment Levels  £3,000 initial lump sum or £50 per month regular saver                                                                                       
ACD    T. Bailey Fund Services Limited (FCA No: 190293)

Key Fund Facts



This document is for general information purposes only and does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial 
situation or particular needs of any particular person. It is not a personal recommendation and it should not be regarded as a 
solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or instruments mentioned in it. This document represents the views of T. Bailey 
Fund Services Limited and Wellian Investment Solutions (part of Harwood Wealth Management Group PLC) at the time of writing. 
It should not be construed as investment advice. Full details of the Discovery Funds, including risk warnings, are published in the 
Key Investor Information documents, the Supplementary Information document and Prospectus, available from www.tbaileyfs.
co.uk. Remaining within the volatility range will take precedence over the other objectives of the Fund, although the Investment 
Manager may in exceptional circumstances operate outside this range where it considers it is in the best interest of shareholders. 
The proportion of assets held and the typical asset mix will change over time as the Fund aims, over the medium to long term, for 
investment risk to be controlled in line with the agreed volatility range. The Investment Manager will use a wide range of assets 
and asset classes to provide a diversified investment approach and will actively alter the weights of the component parts where 
necessary to stay within agreed boundaries. The Discovery Funds are subject to normal stock market fluctuations and other risks 
inherent in such investments. The value of your investment and the income derived from it can go down as well as up, and you 
may not get back the money you invested. Investments in overseas markets may be affected by changes in exchange rates, which 
could cause the value of your investment to increase or diminish. Capital appreciation in the early years will be adversely affected 
by the impact of any initial charges and you should, therefore, regard your investment as medium-to-long term.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Every effort is taken to ensure the accuracy of the data used in 
this document but no warranties are given. All sources Wellian Investment Solutions Limited and T. Bailey Fund Services Limited 
unless otherwise stated.

Issued by T. Bailey Fund Services Limited. T. Bailey Fund Services Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority (No. 190293). Please note that T. Bailey Fund Services Limited does not provide financial advice to private individuals. 
If you have any doubt whether the Discovery Funds are suitable for you and you wish to receive advice you should contact your 
Financial Adviser.  T. Bailey Fund Services Limited is registered in England and Wales No. 3720363. Registered address as above.

Total Return, Bid to Bid, Tax UK Net, Sterling Terms. Source: T. Bailey Fund Services Limited/Financial Express Analytics. Past 
performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. The value of your investment and the income derived from it can go down 
as well as up and you may not get back the money you invested.

Risk Warnings

Top 10 Holdings

Performance over the last 5 years
Please note that performance of the fund for periods prior to 1 December 2014 is not attributable to the current investment manager.

Asset Allocation

Performance Line Chart

10 April 2018

Pricing Spread: Bid-Bid ● Data Frequency: Daily ● Currency: Pounds Sterling

Data provided by FE. Care has been taken to ensure that the information is correct but it neither warrants,|
|represents nor guarantees the contents of the information, nor does it accept any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies, omissions or any inconsistencies herein.|

|Financial Express Limited Registration number: 2405213. Registered office: 3rd Floor, Hollywood House, Church Street East, Woking, GU21 6HJ. Telephone 01483 783 900|
|Website:www.financialexpress.net
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T. Bailey Asset Management Ltd
64 St James’s Street
Nottingham 
NG1 6FJ

www.tbailey.co.uk/discovery

To place a deal or 
for further information call 
0115 988 8270

E-mail requests to: 

clientservices@tbailey.co.uk 

Before making an investment you 
should ensure that you have read 
and understood the relevant Key 
Investor Information document, 

these can be found at www.tbailey.
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relevant Key Investor Information 
document, these can be found at              
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T. Bailey Fund Services Ltd
64 St James’s Street
Nottingham 
NG1 6FJ

www.tbaileyfs.co.uk

Fund Sector %
Hermes Asia XJap C R Acc Equity 13.2%
Old Mutual Glb Eq Abs Rtn R Acc Other 9.5%
FP Crux Eur Sp Sits I Inc Equity 8.9%
Findlay Park American USD Equity 8.6%
Fundsmith Equity I Inc Equity 7.9%
Fidelity Emerg Mkts W Acc Equity 5.6%
CC Japan Inc & Grwth Inc Equity 5.3%
BlackRock Eur Dync A Acc Equity 5.1%
M&G Stgc Corp. Bond I Inc Fixed Interest 4.5%
Invesco Glb Fin Cp NT Inc Fixed Interest 4.5%

Cumulative performance (%) to 29 March 2018 3m 6m 1Y 3Y 5Y Launch 
Discovery Managed Growth Fund GBP B Accumulation (4.04) 0.22 4.27 21.36 45.84 54.67
Quartile Ranking 2 1 1 2 2 4
IA Flexible Investment (3.96) (0.48) 2.36 16.64 36.15 73.27

Discrete annual performance (%) to end of March 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014
Discovery Managed Growth Fund GBP B Accumulation 4.27 17.86 (1.25) 12.29 7.02
Quartile Ranking 1 3 2 2 2
IA Flexible Investment 2.36 19.06 (4.28) 11.58 4.61


